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Scene 1: The Palace Gates of Agrabah
“Arabian Nights” (part 2) Narrators, Full Company
“Arabian Nights” (part 3) Full Company
“Arabian Nights” (part 7) Full Company
“One Jump Ahead” (part 1) Aladdin, Full Company
“One Jump Ahead” (part 2) Aladdin, Full Company

Scene 2: The Marketplace of Agrabah
“One Jump Ahead” (reprise) Jasmine

Scene 3: Jafar’s Chamber
“Arabian Nights” (reprise 1) Narrators, Jafar, Iago
“Why Me?” Jafar, Iago

Scene 4: A Cave on the Outskirts of Agrabah
“Arabian Nights” (reprise 2) Narrators, Genie
“Friend Like Me” Genie, Full Company

Scene 5: The Palace in Agrabah
“Prince Ali” Genie, Full Company

Scene 6: Jasmine’s Terrace
“A Whole New World” Aladdin, Jasmine
“Why Me” (reprise) Guards, Jafar, Iago

Scene 7: The Throne Room
“Prince Ali” (reprise 1) Jafar, Full Company
“Prince Ali” (reprise 2) Full Company
“A Whole New World” (Finale) Full Company

Bows
“Friend Like Me” (Reprise) Full Company

Meet Our Cast

OLIVIA ASHDOWN.............................................. Genie
AMALIE BARTON.............................................. Carpet Dancer, Townsperson, Genie Tapper
MEGAN CONNELLY......................... Prince Baba of Ganouch, Townsperson, Genie Dancer
ABIGAIL DACORTE............................... Matron, Townsperson, Genie Dancer
CATHERINE GARCIA................................. Jasmine
ANNELISE HAMILTON............................... Guard, Genie Dancer
AIDAN HEFELY.............................................. Sultan, Genie Dancer
JULIET HUTCHINS..................... Attendant (Artist), Townsperson, Genie Tapper
KELLY JUNG................................................... Iago, Genie Tapper
MOLLY JUNG........................................... Carpet Dancer, Townsperson, Genie Tapper
ELIZABETH KELLER..................... Attendant (Artist), Townsperson, Genie Dancer
MAYDEN KILLPACK......................... Guard, Genie Dancer
CALVIN LIEURANCE................. Attendant (Baba Ganouch), Narrator, Harem Girl, Genie Tapper
MARIA MATTEO.............. Attendant (Baba Ganouch), Narrator, Harem Girl, Genie Tapper
MELISSA MATTEO................ Narrator, Harem Girl, Genie Tapper
CAMIL OGATA.......................... Narrator, Harem Girl, Genie Tapper
BRYNLEY PHILIPS...................... Narrator, Harem Girl, Genie Tapper

Athena Rossi.................................. Prince Dahdu Rahn-Rahn, Carpet Dancer, Townsperson, Genie Tapper
Aiden Shafiuzzaman...................... Razoul, Genie Dancer
Omar Shafiuzzaman...................... Aladdin
Neelu Stark........ Prince Formerly Known As The Artist, Townsperson, Genie Dancer
Noa Upfeld.................. Attendant (Prince Dahdu), Townsperson, Genie Dancer
Flora Wehde.............................. Guard, Genie Dancer
Audrey Williams................... Narrator, Harem Girl, Genie Tapper
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Allison Kelly for taking care of the house while Sean spent so much time at MPA!
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Prologue
“Arabian Nights (part 1)” Full Company

Scene 6: The Palace in Agrabah
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